
PERPETUAL
5/8” (DN 15mm), 3/4” (DN 20mm), 1” (DN 25mm)

®

EVEN COMPRESSION - POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT METER

REGISTER OPTIONS
• Direct Read Register
• Tesla 4 TR (AMR/AMI)
• Tomahawk Encoder Register

Uniform  Compression Loading on Chamber

Most Advanced PD Meter Design in the Industry

10 Year / 1.5 Million Gallon New Meter Accuracy

NO LEAK  /  O-Ring Sealed Bottom

Easily Serviced in the Field

Perpetual  Meters are Made in America 
®

RG3 Meter is raising the bar with the most advanced 
Positive Displacement meter in the industry.  The RG3 
Perpetual meter retains new meter accuracy 
longer than the battery life of any ultrasonic or mag 
meter on the market and twice as long as a standard 
PD meter.  

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

• 10 year / 1,500,000 million gallon new meter 
          accuracy warranty

• Uniform compression loading on chamber

• O-Ring sealed No Leak Bottom
  
• 300 psi standard operating pressure

• Empirically tested by multiple methods

• 3rd party verified

300 PSI Standard Operating Pressure

UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM
Tesla 4 TR & Tomahawk Encoder registers can be ordered with any Perpetual ®  meter to give any system full Drive-By (AMR) and/or Fixed Network (AMI) .
reading capabilities. 

Brass, Plastic or Cast Iron Bottoms

19,000 psi Stainless 
Steel Retaining Ring 



PERPETUAL
®

Technical Specifications 
General- All Perpetual® positive 
displacement cold water meters (5/8” - 1”) 
conform to American Water Works 
Association C700 as latest revised. 

Measuring Chambers - Measuring 
chambers are made of suitable 
engineering plastics to meet AWWA C700 
standards. The piston has approximately 
the same specific gravity as water. All spin-
dles are stainless steel. Chamber is sup-
ported by silicone rubber mounts.
 
Lead Free Main Case  - Main cases are 
made of Bismuth BiAlloy CDA89836 or 
EnviroBrass™ II C89520 and are in 
compliance with NSF / ANSI 61 standards 
and the Safe Drinking Water Act (NSF 372). 
The serial number is permanently marked 
on the body, along with the size, direction 
of flow and manufacturer (RG3). Retaining 
ring is made of stainless steel. 

Installation -  Installation orientation does 
not have any meaningful effect on the 
performance of a Positive Displacement 
meter, so it can be installed in any position.  
They are also not affected by the velocity 
profile at the entrance, so piping preceding 
the meter is not required to be straight to 
ensure accurate performance.

Strainers - All meters have a strainer made 
of a polypropylene plastic. Strainers are 
located near the inlet port in the main case 
just before the measuring chamber. Strainer 
screens are rigid, snug fitting and have an 
effective straining area of at least double 
that of the main case inlet. All strainers are 
easily removable and replaceable.

Bottom Plate - All meters have a bottom 
plate that provides 360 degrees of uniform 
compression loading on the chamber.  
Bottom plates are held in place by a 
stainless steel retaining ring. 

O-Ring - All meters are sealed with a high 
pressure O-ring composed of Nitrile Buna. 

Tamper-proof Features - Registers shall 
contain a locking device to prevent theft 
of water usage. Removing the register shall 
require a special tool that is available only 
to water utilities. 

Warranty - Standard 10 year new meter ac-
curacy warranty and 25 year main case war-
ranty. * Refer to full warranty for detailed 
warranty guidelines and standards. 
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Even Compression - Positive Displacement Meters
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Uniform Compression Loading

360˚  Force Transfer

19,000 psi Stainless 
Steel Retaining Ring 

Bolts transfer force unevenly to the measuring chamber, creating wear points that decrease long term accuracy. Unequal 
distribution of force, or compression, on the measuring chamber increases as bolt torque intensifies. Under the uneven 
pressure of bolts, the polymer measuring chamber slightly deforms, creating wear points that cause reduction in low flow 
accuracy over a long period of time (approx. 750k to 1M US Gal.).  Proper uniform compression loading, equally distributes 
the force applied to the measuring chamber, eliminating wear points created by traditional PD meter housings. RG3’s 
Perpetual ® Meter utilizes uniform compression loading to reduce stress on the measuring chamber and reduce drag on 
mating parts. Consequently, the Perpetual ® Meter retains low flow accuracy twice as long as a standard PD meter, and 
longer than the battery life of a static (no moving parts) meter.  

Retaining Ring easy to install and remove

360˚  Retaining Surface


